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Abstract 

We introduce the concept of infinitesimal null Ricci isotropy for Lorentz manifolds as a gener- 
alization of the infinitesimal null isotropy. We give a criterion for infinitesimally isotropic pseudo- 
Riemannian manifolds to be conformally flat. 
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1. Infinitesimal null Ricci isotropy 

A characterization of Robertson-Walker metrics was first obtained by Karcher [3] by 
introducing the concept of the infinitesimal spatial isotropy, which means that for a fixed 
timelike vector field U, the spacelike sectional curvatures for planes in 17’ and the timelike 
sectional curvatures for planes containing U are functions on a Lorentz manifold M. On the 
other hand, it can be shown that this notion is equivalent to the infinitesimal null isotropy, 
which means that the null sectional curvature restricted on the null congruence of U is a 
function on M (cf. [2,4]). 

As a natural extension of the infinitesimal null isotropy, we consider the question, what 
happens if the null Ricci curvature restricted on the null congruence of U is a function on 
M. One can easily check the condition that the null Ricci curvature restricted on the null 
congruence of U is a function on M is equivalent to the following definition. 
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Definition 1. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional Lorentz manifold and U be a timelike unit 
vector field on M. We say that M is infinitesimal null Ricci isotropic with respect to U if 
there are functions A and B on M such that the restriction of the Ricci tensor to the null 
vector bundle TOM can be expressed as 

RiclToM = A U* @ I/* + Bg, 

where U* is the one-form metrically equivalent to U. 

It is quite clear that M with a perfect fluid is necessarily infinitesimally null Ricci isotropic. 
The following theorem shows that the infinitesimal null Ricci isotropy is also a sufficient 
condition for a perfect fluid. 

Theorem 2. Let M be a four-dimensional Lorentz manifold, and let U be a timelike unit 
vector$eld on M. Then M is infinitesimally null Ricci isotropic with respect to U if and 
only if M has a pegectjuid whose flow vector$eld is U. 

Proof From a direct computation, we get the scalar curvature S = -A + 4B, the Ricci 
curvatures Ric(U, U) = A - B, Ric(U, X) = 0, and Ric(X, Y) = Bg(X, Y), for X, Y E 
U’. Thus from the Einstein equation, we can obtain the following identities: 

T(U, X) = 0, 

for X. Y E lJL. 0 

We remark that by Theorem 2, if the restriction of the stress-energy tensor T of a space- 
time M to the null vector bundle TOM is of the form 

‘Up,,, = (P + p) U* (8, U* + pg, 

then M has a perfect fluid whose flow vector field is U. 
It is well known that the infinitesimally null isotropic space-times are exactly conformally 

flat space-times with a perfect fluid (cf. [4]). Thus, by Theorem 2, the infinitesimal null 
isotropy implies the infinitesimal null Ricci isotropy, but not conversely in general. 

Theorem 3. Let M be a four-dimensional Lorentz manijold and U a timelike vectorjeld on 
M. Then M is infinitesimally null isotropic with respect to U ifand only ifM is infinitesimally 
null Ricci isotropic with respect to U, and the sectional curvature of the planes containing 
U is constant at each point p in M. 

Proof The “only if” part is clear by Lemma and Theorem 1 in [4]. Suppose that M is 
infinitesimally null Ricci isotropic with respect to U and the sectional curvature of the plane 
containing U is constant-p(p) at each point p in M. Then by a direct computation, we have 

K(x> Y) + K(x, z) = B(P) + W(P) 
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for orthonormal vectors x, y, z in Up’ c TPM, p E M. Since dim(M) = 4, we have 

K (x, y) = i (B(p) + p(p)) for any linearly independent vectors x, y in T,M perpendic- 
ular to U,. Thus M is infinitesimally null isotropic with respect to U. 0 

Note that the constancy of the sectional curvatures of “the planes containing I/” in Theo- 
rem 3 can be replaced by constancy of the sectional curvatures of “the planes perpendicular 
to U”. 

2. Infinitesimal isotropy and conformal flatness 

Recently, Garcia-Rio and Kiipeli [l] extended the concepts of those infinitesimal versions 
of null and spatial isotropies to the null isotropy and the infinitesimal isotropy for pseudo- 
Riemannian manifolds. They showed that a pseudo-Riemannian manifold M with indefinite 
metric is null isotropic at p E M if and only if M is conformally flat at p. 

A pseudo-Riemannian manifold M is called injinitesimally isotropic with respect to the 
orthogonal decomposition T,M = WI $ W2 at p E M if 
(a) thereis~~EsuchthatR(z,x)y=~g(x,Y)zforallz~ Wi,x,yE Wjforifj; 
(b) there are Ki E iw such that R(x, y)z = KiRO(X. y)z for all x. Y. z E Wi for i = I, 2, 

where R is the Riemannian curvature tensor and Ro(x, y): = g(y, z)x - g(x. :)y. In 
particular, if dim( Wi) = 1, then Ki = 0. 

Garcia-Rio and Ktipeli [l] showed that if an indefinite pseudo-Riemannian manifold 
M whose Ricci tensor can be written as Ric = pgl @ hg2 for some p, h E 1w is null 
isotropic at p E M, then M is infinitesimally isotropic with respect to TpM = WI @ W2, 
where g 1 = g ( W, and g2 = g ( w2. They also proved the converse for the special case: 
if dim(Wt) = I (or dim(W2) = l), then M is infinitesimally isotropic with respect to 
T,, M = WI @ W2 if and only if M is null isotropic at p E M and Ric = ,ogl @ kg?. 

The following theorem gives criteria for an infinitesimally isotropic pseudo-Riemannian 
manifold to be conformally flat. 

Theorem 4. Let M be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 4 and Tp M = 
WI @ W2, where W1 and W2 are orthogonal. Suppose that M is infinitesimally isotropic 
with respect to the orthogonal decomposition TpM = WI @ W2. M is conformallyjat at 
p if and only if M satis$es either of the following: 
(i) dim(Wt) = 1 or dim(W2) = 1, 

(ii) K] + K2 = 2p. 

Proqf With a straightforward computation of the Weyl tensor W, we have 

W(x. y, x, y> = 
n2(n2 - 1) 

(n _ I)(n _ 2) (Kl + K2 - h)Fo(X, Yt X. Y) for X, Y E WI. 

nl(ni - 1) 
W(-x3 Y, x3 Y) = ( n  _  l)(n _ 2) (KI + K2 - %)Fo(X, y, X, y) forx, y E W2, 
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w(X, y, n, Y> = -‘;’ 1 $n2_-z;+W + K2 - &.)Fo(X, Y, X, Y) 
n n 

forxE Wl, yE W2, 

where nt = dim(Wl), n2 = dim(W2) and Fo(x, y, z, w) = g(x, Ru(z, w)y). 
Suppose that dim(Wt) = 1 (or dim(W2) = 1) or Kl +.KZ = 2~. Then W(x, y, x, y) = 0 

for x, y E WI, W(x, y, x, y) = 0 for x, y E W2, and W(x, y, x, y) = 0 for x E WI and 
y E W2. By the symmetries of the Weyl tensor, W = 0 at p. 

Suppose that M is conformally flat at p. If dim(W1) # 1 and dim(W2) # 1, then 
Kl + K2 = 2p SiI’ICe F(, f 0. 0 

The Robertson-Walker space-times are infinitesimally null Ricci isotropic (i.e., perfect 
fluids) and conformally flat. In general, the locally symmetric spaces are Ricci parallel, 
but not conversely. However, one can easily prove that for a conformally flat pseudo- 
Riemannian manifold of dimension IZ 1 4, Ricci parallel spaces are locally symmetric. 
Therefore, by solving VR = 0 for these space-times,we can easily obtain the following 
classification: the Ricci parallel Robertson-Walker space-times are only open submanifolds 

of$, S?(P), q(P), LQ x S3(P)3 R x W3(P). 
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